Oil Pan Installation Instructions

Due to tight tolerances in the product design, adjustments may be required in order to properly fit this pan. While our manufacturing process is quality forward, the coupling of the notch and the S2000 oil pump did not allow for large clearances where needed. If you should have any issues with fitment please email or call us so that we can provide the best solution.

For 15-964S

Please note that the plate used to mount the S2000 oil pump to the K series motor may need to be trimmed slightly to accommodate the pan rail. The 90° edge does not allow for enough clearance on the rail.

Clearance between the notch of the pan and the subframe may cause fitment issues. This issue has two possible solutions. The first solution is to grind the subframe to allow for proper clearance between the pan and the frame. We understand that this may not be a favorable option for all. Motor mount spacers can also be used to raise the motor and allow for proper clearance.

We understand that there may be clearance issues due to the nature of the oil pump and chassis combination. However we are confident that these are the best solutions to this issue. Please call or email us with any issues or concerns so that we can properly advise.
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